
Blindau - Klausenbach Gorge - Zwerchenberg

HIKING TOUR

Small path leadings through the Klausenbach gorge, partly exposed, secured with railings. 

Surefootedness is required!

Starting point
Blindau car park

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
4.3 kilometres 

duration:
01:50 hours


maximum altitude:
928 meters 

minimum altitude:
708 meters


altitude difference:
236 ascending 

altitude difference:
248 descending

It's an easy walk from the starting point on path no. 17 in the direction of the Klausenbergalm. First 

on a small path behind the houses of Blindau. At the children's playground, turn left and follow the 

signs to the wildly romantic and impressive Klausenbach Gorge.

This leads up to an alpine path to the Klausenbergalm, then path no. 172 to the left to the 

Zwerchenbergalm. After a long break, we follow the path back in the direction of the 

Klausenbergalm, turn right onto hiking trail no. 17 and comfortably head home.

Special features: Gorge path Klausenbachklamm

Refreshment stop: Zwerchenbergalm (drinks only)

Arrival by car

Coming from Munich or Salzburg on the federal autobahn Munich - Salzburg (A8 to Grabenstätt exit 

no. 109), continue in the direction of Marquartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road 

(B 305) to Reit im Winkl.

Drive from the village in the direction of Ruhpolding. After approx. 1 km turn towards Blindau and 

approx. 1 km to the car park: - Fellhornweg, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

From Munich or Innsbruck on the federal autobahn Rosenheim - Innsbruck (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit 

no. 59).



Continue to Walchsee, Kössen and Reit im Winkl. Drive from the village in the direction of 

Ruhpolding. After approx. 1 km turn towards Blindau and approx. 1 km to the car park: - 

Fellhornweg, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!) With the 

RVO line 9505. Stop directly at the tourist information.

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station with the RVO line 9506. Stop directly at 

the Tourist Info.
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